
ICT4Peace is an independent Foundation which fosters political discussion and common action to support international and human security in cyberspace. To this end it identifies and raises awareness of emerging technology challenges, makes policy recommendations and delivers capacity-building programs.

‣ Acts as an Early Mover in identifying important challenges, bringing visibility and high-level attention to critical new issues.

‣ Carries out Policy Research examining how to use technologies to support state and human security.

‣ Develops Capacity Building through our ICT4Peace Academy to support full participation of all stakeholders in ICT discussions, negotiations and solutions.

‣ Offers Advisory Services to governments, multilateral initiatives and the international community to support a peaceful cyberspace.

‣ Provides a Global Hub and Policy Space bringing together actors from the technology community, governments and civil society.

SUPPORT PEACEFUL CYBERSPACE

Founded in 2003, ICT4Peace has been championing the use of ICTs and new media for peaceful purposes and promoting a peaceful cyberspace based on human dignity. To continue our work, we need your financial support. In Switzerland and the US, contributions are tax deductible. Please make a donation to ICT4Peace at: https://ict4peace.org/about-us/donation/.